




















UOB Private Bank Building for the Future 

Over the last few years, we have been 
investing prudently in our technology, 
infrastructure, people and products to 
enhance our capabilities. This ensures 
we remain relevant and have the right 
people on board to advise our clients 
as the industry continues to develop.

Ong Yeng Fang
Managing Director 
Head of UOB Private Bank
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Investing in people, products and platform as DPM assets triple in 2017; 
wins industry award for organic growth efforts and product platform

For more than eight decades, UOB has been at the forefront of 
helping businesses in Asia prosper and grow. With personal and 
corporate wealth so often intertwined among Asian high net worth 
individuals, Ms Ong Yeng Fang, Managing Director, Head of Private 
Bank, UOB, is focused on strengthening the Bank’s capabilities to 
ensure the solutions provided to clients are among the most 
comprehensive in the market.  

“Many of the ingredients were already there for success – a strong 
brand, stable and well-respected management, deep regional 
presence and base of entrepreneurial clients who have built their own 
personal and business wealth,” Ms Ong said.

“Over the last few years, we have been investing prudently in our 
technology, infrastructure, people and products to enhance our 
capabilities. This ensures we remain relevant and have the right 
people on board to advise our clients as the industry continues to 
develop.”

The Bank has more than doubled the number of its private bankers in 
Singapore in the past three years. As it has done so, Ms Ong has 
focused on hiring people with skillsets and competencies and, most 
importantly, the right values and character to ensure the principle of 
managing clients’ wealth as if it were one’s own remained paramount.

As its latest results attest, this approach is appreciated by UOB 
Private Bank’s clients and growth momentum remains strong. 

UOB Group’s Wealth Management business, comprising its Privilege 
Banking and High Net Worth (Privilege Reserve and Private Bank) 
segments, generated a 12 per cent increase in total wealth 
management assets under management in 2017 to S$104 billion.

Discretionary management
gains ground
A mark of the appreciation UOB’s clients have for the Bank’s approach 
to managing clients’ wealth is in the rapid increase of its  
discretionary portfolio management (DPM) assets under 
management, which have tripled from a year ago.

For DPM solutions, advisers initiate and execute trades based on 
agreed criteria. UOB offers five DPM strategies to match various risk 
profiles, as well as tailored solutions. 

They are popular with clients too busy managing their own businesses 
to follow markets closely, as well as those who prefer to let 
investment professionals make granular investment decisions.

Since the DPM programme was launched in 2016, portfolios have a 
total return of more than 10 to more than 30 per cent on average.

“What has contributed to the growth in our private banking business 
is the increasing confidence our clients have in our professional 
in-house team as they see the investment results we achieve on their 
behalf,” Ms Ong said.

Dr Neo Teng Hwee, the Bank’s chief investment officer and head of 
investment products and solutions, said portfolio managers are 
empowered to adjust the asset allocations of DPM mandates as 
market conditions change. Managers also keep a close watch on the 
risk of portfolio drawdowns.

Looking ahead, he remains positive on the markets after a correction 
at the beginning of February.

“In a correction that averages 15 per cent, and as such is not a 
recession,  returns usually turn positive in the subsequent three, six, 
and 12 months,” he said.

“UOB favours equities, especially Japan, Europe, emerging markets 
and Asia. In the fixed income space, it prefers short-duration bonds 
but is still positive on corporate credit, emerging markets local 
currency, and alternative fixed income classes like inflation-protected 
Treasuries and convertible bonds,” Dr Neo said.

“We are always on the lookout for the end of the cycle. Typically for 
big bear markets, the yield curve is seriously inverted, the 
unemployment rate is rising, and high yield and corporate bond 
spreads are going up. None of this is happening now.”

Asian Private Banker 
Excellence Award
For its success in generating organic growth and in building a superior 
investment platform, UOB Private Bank was recently honoured with 
an “Excellence in Private Banking Singapore” award.

Industry magazine Asian Private Banker, which gave the award, said it 
was particularly impressed by how a large percentage of net new 
assets in 2017 came from existing clients. 

“This is an important measure of client satisfaction at UOB Private 
Bank,”  the magazine said.

It also noted how the bank has made significant investments to its 
platform, such as continually developing its discretionary offering, 
and adding alternative strategies and direct client access to equities 
in 2017.

Ms Ong said she was pleased by the award as it represented industry 
recognition of the Bank’s transformation. “This was due to the 
breadth and width of our product range, and our capabilities to work 
with clients closely on portfolio allocation,” she said.

Tech and start-up internships
To give meaningful support to the next-generation clientele, UOB 
Private Bank is offering internships in the tech and start-up industries 
for its newly-established next-generation programme. “Response has 
been strong both in Singapore and across the world,” said Ms Ong.

“In a traditional Asia society, if you came from a rich family, you had 
a pre-defined path. Now, parents are more willing to give their 
children a lot more freedom to chart their own courses in life.”

There will be around 15 internships within two organisations the bank 
has partnered. 

The first is OurCrowd, a global leading equity crowdfunding platform 
with offices across the world, including the US, Canada, Spain, the 
UK, Israel, Singapore, and Australia. Other than UOB, OurCrowd’s 
corporate partners include large multinationals such as Samsung and 
General Electric.

Mr Gerald Tan, executive director of UOB Private Bank, said: “Given how 
the world is changing so quickly, the second generation needs to have an 
international outlook. OurCrowd can offer them that platform.”

The second organisation is The FinLab, a fintech startup accelerator 
backed by UOB and government-backed venture capital fund, 
SGInnovate.  Interns will work with small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) to transform them using technology, while learning business 
and financial skills.

“In a start-up environment, you have to do everything yourself. There are 
life skills to be learnt here that cannot be obtained from an accounting 
department or a one-day workshop on financial literacy,” Mr Tan said.

New UOB Private Bank Commercials
UOB Private Bank has released its latest television commercials, once 
again building on the brand’s “timeless values”. The two new 
commercials, titled ‘The Book’ and ‘The Newspaper Boy’, 
communicate simple, relatable yet thought-provoking stories where 
values and relationships are put to the test.

The UOB Private Bank campaign was launched regionally on 
television on Terrestrial, Channel NewsAsia, CNBC Asia & Europe, 
CNN, and in-flight on Singapore Airlines and Cathay Pacific.






